Abstract blue 1 management service

___ - 12/7/2015
R: eb

Draft high-level requirements
___ - 5/2/2017
R: ac, hd

Management Service

Draft concept for extensible
management service
___ - 5/2/2017
R: ac. hd, ch

Produce preliminary draft test plan
___ - 5/2/2017
R: mg, kt

On Going

Update spreadsheet based on Rome mtgs

Inter-recommendation tracking

___ - 1/12/2017
R: kt, eb

Revise per comments from Cleveland Mtg
___ - 2/20/2017
R: eb

Check CP and SA for extensibility and
revise as needed ? (JVP)

Concept Book Updates

Update lifecycle diagram
___ - 5/2/2017
R: jvp

Update overview diagram to be that
produced by Marcin (yet again!)

___ - 11/14/2016
R: eb

Develop initial list of accountabillity
metrics for services (per IOAG srvc
catalog? -- or more abstract; at a
minimum, TLM, CMD, RNG)

Tweek/update registry text, including SANA URLs

Accountability Book development
SoS Finalization

___ - 5/2/2017
R: eb

___ - 11/14/2016
R: eb

Check Annex A B for proper list of information entities

___ - 4/28/2016
R: eb

OIDs/FRs vs Event sequences

___ - 5/2/2017
R: pp, eb

Update schema and annexes etc

Event Sequence complete draft
White Book development

Develop examples of event sequences based on concept
being developed for DSN

___ - 11/30/2016
R: hd, ch

___ - 5/2/2017
R: eb

Also some editorial notes

Revise event defn per latest navwg input

Re-search material c 2012

PIF draft R1

R: hk

___ - 12/30/2016
R: ch

Update XML Schema to align with book

Collect examples of service catlog
material and preliminary comparative
analysis

___ - 1/31/2017
R: hd, umw

R: hk

Update book per Rome inputs

Strawmanl outline of "magenta-ish"
service catalog

___ - 3/30/2016
R: hk

Revise draft Service Management
Utilization Request Format Book

Service Catalog

Proposal for XFDU usage
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Review draft and provide comments
___ - 1/13/2017
R: jpc, mg, mu

TGFT Complete Draft White Book

Update draft based on comments

Analyze DDOR service request and
indicate mapping to CSSM

Service Package result draft write-up

___ - 10/5/2016
R: jpc

___ - 6/14/2016
R: eb, ch, jp, ac, jpc, mg

Based on sketch of lifecycle, and Rome mtg
discussdion provide examples showing DDOR
parameters in various SM info entities

Develop Test Plan for TGFT Prototype
___ - 5/1/2017
R: kt, mg, cc, hw

Produce draft whitebook
___ - 5/2/2017
R: jpc

Look at draft test plan, provide
comments/review

Provide recommendation as to
example profiles to mock-up based
on IOAG modulation
recommendations

___ - 6/27/2016
R: eb, ch

PIF Prototype

5/9/2016 - 5/27/2016
15 workday(s)
R: eb

Secure prototype resources

___ - 10/10/2016
R: eb, ch

Develop draft prototype
development/inter-op timeline

TLM
CMD

___ - 2/28/2017
R: ch, eb

RNG

Develop service profiles

___ - 4/28/2017
R: jvp, ac, mg

Service Agreement/Config Profile
Development

40 w. days

Draft outline of SA/CP whitebook

___ - 10/30/2015
R: jvp

Further analysis re "hiding" port
"complexity" and how to present in
the recommended standard

___ - 3/30/2016
R: ac, jvp

Coordinate with event sequence development

___ - 6/30/2016
R: eb

___ - 12/7/2016
R: eb

Service Package Book

Splinter telecon/conclusion re SP result

20 w. days

Draft white book

Develop sketch of DDOR SM lifecycle model

Arrange Splinter telecon to discuss
what is intended to be in the SP result

___ - 4/18/2016
R: eb, mg, ch, jpc, jvp, ac

All combinations of the above

2/28/2017 - 2/28/2017
1 workday(s)
R: ch, jvp

___ - 5/1/2017
R: ch, jvp

___ - 5/2/2017
R: hk

what about MD-CSTS? SC-CSTS? Please
provide a plan/guidance

___ - 5/1/2017
R: ch

Draft initial schema
___ - 5/1/2017
R: hd, umw

Update strawman based on Cleveland meetings input

___ - 6/30/2016
R: hk

DDOR

Note: a dependency on NAVWG to provide feed back on
relative event time (check w D. Berry)

Revise draft book to remove temporal
aspects -- more of "static"
recommendation
Develop a preliminary draft white book
___ - 10/16/2017
R: mg

Produce outline of SMURF Test cases/plan
___ - 2/10/2017
R: eb, kt, mg
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